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Let L be a finite subset of Euclidean d-dimensional space Rd and let S be a lattice
in Rd such that [l&l $ : l, l $ # L] & S=[0]. A classification of all Lebesgue measurable
subsets 0 of Rd for which the functions e*(x)=exp(i2?*x), x # 0, * # L+S=
[l+s : l # L, s # S] form an orthogonal basis for L2(0) is given in terms of
geometric and combinatorial data; the data is derived from L and S.  1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is classical (Fourier series) that the functionse*(x)=(*, x)=exp(i2?*x),
* # Zd= the integer lattice in Rd, form an orthogonal (in fact orthonormal)
basis for L2([0, 1])d), the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on
D=[0, 1)d, with the inner product
( f | g) L2(D)=|
D
f g for f and g in L2(D).
For an element # of Rd and a subset D of Rd we denote by #+D=
[#+d : d # D] the translate of D by #. Let T be a subset of Rd, then a T-tile
is a Lebesgue measurable subset D such that Rd"(t # T (t+D)) and
(t+D) & (t$+D), for t and t$ in T with t{t$ are Lebesgue null-sets. Let 1
be a lattice in Rd, i.e., 1=RZd for some invertible d_d matrix R with real
entries, and let S=1 0=[* # Rd : (*, #) # Z, for all # # 1] be the dual
lattice, then 1=(1 0)0 and the functions es , s # 1 0 form an orthogonal
basis for L2(D) for any 1-tile D. Conversely, it is known [Fug], [Jor],
[Ped] that if 1 is a lattice, then the only Lebesgue measurable subsets D
of Rd with finite positive Lebesgue measure having an orthogonal basis of
the form e* , * # 1 0, are the 1-tiles.
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Example. The set 0=[0, 1) _ [2, 3) _ [4, 5) is a 3Z-tile and the func-
tions e* , * # 4=[0, 16, 13]+Z=[l+z : l # [0, 16, 13], z # Z], form an
orthogonal basis for L2(0), but 4{13Z=(3Z)0 see [JoPe] p. 93.
Let (0, 4) be a pair of subsets of Rd such that 0 has finite positive
Lebesgue measure L(0). The pair is called a spectral pair if the functions
e* , * # 4 form an orthogonal basis for L2(0) and 4 is called a spectrum for
0. A set 0 is a spectral set if (0, 4) is a spectral pair for some set 4. The
spectrum is necessarily discrete and not contained in any hyperplane
[Fug]. These definitions are motivated by the Fourier series example
above, a problem of I. E. Segal and the paper [Fug] by B. Fuglede. In this
paper we study the geometry of spectral sets that admit a lattice with a
base as a spectrum. Recall, a lattice with a base is a set of the form L+S,
where L is a finite set and S is a lattice [Zas].
A connected open set 0 in Rd is a spectral set if the partial derivatives
ixj ; 1 jd, acting on C c (0), the smooth functions with compact
support in 0, have simultaneous commuting selfadjoint extension
operators, see [Fug], [Ped]. By suitably modifying the definition of a
spectrum, this remains true for sets 0 with infinite Lebesgue measure
[Ped]. Recently connections to fractals arising from affine iterations
[Hut], [Str], [Fal]; frames of exponentials [Be], [DnSc], [Gab],
[Lan]; operator algebras [Arv], [BJP], [Cun], and almost periodic func-
tions [Ber], [Bes] have been explored [JoPe 37].
2. ARBITRARY BASE
In [Fug] Fuglede conjectured that a Lebesgue measurable subset 0 of
Rd with 0<L(0)<+ is a spectral set if it is a T-tile for some subset
(not necessarily a lattice) T of Rd. Research applicable, in part to this
conjecture appear in [Jor], [JoPe2], [LaWa1], and [LaWa2]. The
present paper was motivated by Fuglede’s conjecture, the paper [Jor] and
by the following problem posed by Yang Wang: Let 0= Dj , 1 jm,
where each Dj is a Z-tile. Suppose there exists a set L of cardinality m such
that (L&L) & Z=[0] and such that [e* : * # L+Z] is an orthogonal set
of functions in L2(0). Prove that 0 is a spectral set, with spectrum L+Z.
In this paper we prove the following more general result.
Theorem 1. Let 0 be a Lebesgue measurable subset of Rd with finite
positive Lebesgue measure, and let L be a finite subset of Rd. Suppose
(L&L) & Zd=[0] and 0<L(0)|L|<+. If [e* : * # L+Zd] is
orthogonal in L2[0], then [e* : * # L+Zd] is total in L2(0). Hence
(0, L+Zd) is a spectral pair.
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Using that any lattice in Rd is of the form RZd, for some invertible d_d
matrix R, Theorem 1 is easily generalized to the case where the integer
lattice Zd is replaced by an arbitrary lattice in Rd.
A square matrix with complex entries is called a (complex) Hadamard
matrix if each entry has absolute value 1 and the rows (hence columns) are
pairwise mutually orthogonal [Cra], [SeZh]. Let B and L be finite subsets
of Rd with the same cardinality. Consider the matrix R=(el (b)), with b # B
labelling the rows and l # L labelling the columns, such a matrix is called
a BL-matrix. Hadamard matrices are used in combinatorial design theory
e.g. [SeZh]. The BL-matrices which are also complex Hadamard matrices
form a strict subclass of the complex Hadamard matrices. Using Theorem 1
we obtain the following classification of spectral subsets of Rd with
spectrum L+Zd in terms of unions of sets B such that the BL-matrices are
complex Hadamard matrices. Again, a linear change of variables leads to
a classification of spectral sets whose spectrum is a general lattice with a
base.
Theorem 2. Let 0 be a Lebesgue measurable subset of Rd such that
0<L(0)<+. Let L be a finite subset of Rd such that (L&L) & Zd=(0).
Let q=|L| denote the cardinality of L. Then the following three conditions
are equivalent:
(a) (0, L+Zd) is a spectral pair;
(b) There exist functions dj : [0, 1)d  Zd, 1 jq, such that if
Dj=[x+dj (x) : x # [0, 1)d], 1 jq, then each Dj is Lebesgue measurable,
hence a Zd-tile. If Dx=[d1(x), ..., dq(x)], x # [0, 1)d, then the Dx L-matrix
is a complex Hadamard matrix for L-a.e. x # [0, 1)d, and 0"(qj=1 Dj),
(qj=1 Dj)"0, Dj & Dk ( j{k) all are Lebesgue null sets.
(c) If 0(x)=0 & (x+Zd), then the (&x+0(x))L-matrix is a
complex Hadamard matrix for L-a.e. x # Rd.
Note, (a) O (b) follows from Theorem 1 once we show L(0)|L|, and
(b) O (a) follows from Theorem 1 once we show that [e* : * # L+Zd] is
orthogonal in L2(0).
For a function f in L2([0, 1)d) its Fourier transform is
f (z)=(ez | f ) L 2([0, 1)d )=|
[0, 1) d
fe z ,
for z # Zd and the Fourier series of f is
f= :
z # Z d
f (z) ez
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as an identity in L2([0, 1)d). Below we will use the notation (x, *) =
e*(x)=exp(i2?*x) for x and * in Rd. The proofs below rely on operator
theory, the needed background information about partial isometries can be
found in [Hal]. In the proofs we will not always point out explicitly that
a statement may only be true if we neglect L-null-sets.
3. FINITE ABELIAN GROUPS
Let G be a separable locally compact abelian group (the group operation
being addition), 0 a Haar measurable subset of G with finite positive Haar
measure H(0). If there is a subset 4 of the dual group G [HeRo] such
that the functions x # 0  e*(x)=(*, x)=*(x), * # 4 form an orthogonal
basis for L2(0), then 0 is called a spectral set, 4 is a spectrum for 0, and
(0, *) is a spectral pair. A lattice is a closed discrete subgroup K of G for
which GK is compact. The notions of a tile, a dual lattice, etc., are
extended in the obvious manner to this more general setting. For back-
ground information on locally compact abelian groups we refer to
[HeRo]. Theorems 1 and 2 above remain true, if we replace Rd by a
separable locally compact abelian group G, Zd by a lattice K in G, or its
dual lattice K% in G as appropriate, and Lebesgue measure by Haar
measure, normalized such that a K-tile K in G has Haar measure
H(K)=1. The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 extend without difficulty to
this more general setting, but we feel that they are more transparent in the
setting of Rd, because the lattice can be assumed to be the integer lattice
Zd. No such reduction is possible in the result presented in this section
because it involves three lattices in G. Also, it turns out, the problems
considered in this section for G=Rd are related to similar problems for
G=Zd.
The purpose of this section is to investigate a special case of a conjecture,
mentioned above, due to Bent Fuglede [Fug]. We will consider the
geometric and tiling properties of spectral sets 0 whose spectral has the
form R+D%, where K/A/D are closed discrete subgroups of G, GK is
compact, R is a complete set of representatives for the finite group K%A%,
and D%=[# # G : (#, d)=1, for all d in D] is the dual lattice of the lattice
D. Note, that K%A% is canonically isomorphic to the dual group of the
finite abelian group AK [HeRo].
Let D be a Haar measurable subset of G with H(D){0 and let T be a
subset of G. We say that the union
D+T= .
t # T
(D+t)
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is non-overlapping, if _ ((D+t) & (D+t$)), union over t and t$ in T with
t{t$, is a H-null-set. We denote non-overlapping unions of translates
D+t, t # T, by DT, and we say that D is a T-tile if DT=G. The
results in this section require one of the following two hypotheses:
The Strong Hypotheses D. Let K/1 be lattices in a separable LCA
group G. If D is a finite subset of the lattice 1, then there exists a finite
subset L of K% such that the DL-matrix is a complex Hadamard matrix
if and only if there exists a finite subset C of 1 such that C+K is non-
overlapping and D is a C+K tile of 1.
The Weak Hypothese D. If D is a finite subset of a lattice 1 in a
separable LCA group G, K/A are sublattices of 1, then the DR4 -matrix
is a complex Hadamard matrix for some complete set of representatives R4
for the cosets K%A% if and only if D is a R0 K-tile of 1 for some
complete set of representatives R0 for the cosets 1A.
Using these hypotheses we reduce some instances of the Fuglede conjec-
ture in G=Rd to a similar but, presumably, simpler problem in G=Zd, we
obtain results for spectral pairs, similar to results obtained for tiles in
[LaWa1], and we get converses to some constructions in [JoPe1].
Theorem 3. Let G be a separable locally compact abelian group, 0 a
Haar measurable subset of G with finite positive Haar measure, and K/
A/D closed discrete subgroups of G such that GK is compact. Consider the
following four conditions:
(a) (0, R+D%) is a spectral pair for some complete set R of represen-
tatives for K%A%.
(b) (0, R+D%) is a spectral pair for any complete set R of represen-
tatives for K%A%.
(c) 0+K is non-overlapping and there exist a D-tile D in G such that
0K=DA, neglecting H-null-sets.
(d) (0+R)+K is non-overlapping and G"(0RK) is a H-
null-set, for each complete set R of representatives for DA.
We have the following implications (a) o (b) o (c)  (d). And if the weak
hypothesis D holds then also (a)  (d).
The second conclusion in part (c) means there are H-null sets M and N
in G such that (0K)"M=(DA)"N. The case where K=A (or A=D)
is known see [Ped], and for G=Rd [Fug], [Jor].
Combining the Strong Hypothesis D with [LaWa1] Theorem 1.3 and
[JoPe8] Corollary 2.4.1 we get
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Proposition 4. If G=R1, the Strong Hypothesis D is valid and BR
is a finite set such that 0 # B and 0=[0, 1)+B is non-overlapping, then 0
is a T-tile for some T if and only if 0 is a spectral set.
Proof. By [JoPe8], if 4/R is a spectrum for 0, i.e., if (0, 4) is a
spectral pair, then 4=L+Z for some finite set L/R, |L|=|B|, (L&L) &
Z=(0), B&B/Z, and the BL-matrix (el (b)) l # L, b # B is a complex
Hadamard matrix. Hence, the Strong Hypothesis D implies that there
exists a set S/R such that S+B=Z. (non-overlapping). But then
S+B+I=Z+I=R (non-overlapping), and therefore the S-translates of
0=B+I tile R.
Conversely, note that 0 is a bounded measurable subset of R and that
0 is the closure of its interior, so it follows from [LaWa1] that if 0 is a
T-tile for some subset T of R, then there exist an integer M>0, a real
number s>0, and a finite set C such that 0 # C, C+Z is non-overlapping
and s0=[sx : x # 0] is a C+Z tile of R. It follows that sB+C+Z=sZ
(non-overlapping), in particular B/Z and 1s # Z. Hence, using that B is a
1
sC+
1
sZ-tile of Z we can use the Strong Hypothesis D with K=
1
sZ, and
1=Z to get LK%=sZ such that the BL-matrix is a complex Hadamard
matrix. Using B/Z, we get
|
0
el $+z$(x) el+z(x) dx= :
b # B
el&l $(b) |
1
0
el&l $+z&z$(x) dx
for l, l $ # L and z, z$ # Z. It follows that the functions [e* : * # L+Z] are
orthogonal, so an application of Theorem 1 shows that (0, L+Z) is a
spectral pair. K
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We may (and will) assume, without loss of generality, that 0 # L. By
[JoPe1] Theorem 6.2 and its proof q=L(0) is an integer, 0=qj=1 Dj
(disjoint union) where each Dj is a Z
d-tile, and if q(x) denotes the
cardinality of 0(x)=0 & (x+Zd) then q(x)=q=L(0) for L-a.e. x in Rd.
Each y in Rd can be decomposed into a ‘‘fractional’’ part x # [0, 1)d and
an ‘‘integral’’ part z # Zd, such that y=x+z. Since the Dj ’s are Zd-tiles we
have Dj=[x+dj (x) : x # [0, 1)d] (neglecting Lebesgue null sets) for each
j=1, ..., q; where dj (x) is a d-tuple of integers depending on x. It follows
that 0(x)=[x+dj (x) : j=1, ..., q] for L-a.e. x in Rd. The characteristic
function of a subset E of Rd is denoted by /E . For j=1, ..., q; l # L, and
z # Zd we have
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(el+z | /D j) L2(0)=|
D j
el+z(x) dx
=|
[0, 1) d
( l+z, x+dj (x)) dx
=|
[0, 1) d
( l, x+dj (x)) (z, x) dx.
Hence, if flj (x)=(l, x+dj (x)) , for x # [0, 1)d, then the Fourier transform
of flj is f lj (z)=(el+z | /D j) L2(0) for z # Z
d. It follows that
flj (x)= :
z # Zd
(el+z | / Dj) L2(0) (z, x) (1)
for L-a.e. x in [0, 1)d. Now /0=qj=1 /D j and (el+z | /0) L2(0)=
(el+z | e0) L2(0) . Hence, summing (1) over j=1, ..., q; we get
(l, x) :
q
j=1
(l, dj (x)) ={q,0,
if l=0
if l{0
.
Replacing l by l&m for l and m on L in this argument shows that the
|L| functions el , l # L are orthogonal on Dx=[d1(x), ..., dq(x)]/Zd it
follows that |L|q, but, by assumption q|L|. We conclude that q=|L|
and that the DxL-matrix is a complex Hadamard matrix.
For f in L2(0) and l in L define Tl f in L2([0, 1)d) by
(Tl f )(x)=q&12 :
q
j=1
(l, x+dj (x)) f (x+dj (x)).
Since the DxL-matrix is a complex Hadamard matrix (for L-a.e. x in
[0, 1)d) we have
:
l # L
(l, dj (x)&dk(x)) ={q,0,
if j=k
if j{k
,
it follows that for f and g in L2(0) we have
:
l # L
(Tl f | Tlg) L2([0, 1)d )
= :
l # L
q&1 |
[0, 1) d
:
q
j=1
:
q
k=1
(l, dj (x)&dk(x)) f (x+dj (x)) g(x&dk(x)) dx
=|
[0, 1) d
:
q
j=1
f (x+dj (x)) g(x+dj (x)) dx=( f | g) L2(0) . (2)
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Hence l # L Tl*Tl=TL2(0) , and letting g=f in (2) we get
:
l # L
&Tl f&2L2([0, 1)d )=& f &L2(0) .
Note that for l and m in L and z # Zd we have
(Tl em+z)(x)=q&12 :
q
j=1
(m&l, dj (x))(m&l, x) ez(x)
={0q12ez(x)
if l{m
if l=m
so it follows from (2) that we can conclude the proof by showing that each
Tl* is an isometry from L2([0, 1)d) into L2(0).
Define d : 0  Zd by d(x+dj (x))=dj (x) for x in [0, 1)d and notice that
if y=x+dj (x), then d( y)=dj (x) and y&d( y)=x # [0, 1)d. For f in
L2([0, 1)d) and g in L2(0) we have
(Tl* f | g) L2(0)=( f | Tl g) L2([0, 1) d )
=|
[0, 1) d
f (x) q&12 :
q
j=1
(l, x+dj (x)) g(x+dj (x)) dx
=|
0
q&12f ( y&d( y))(l, y) dy
it follows that if f is in L2([0, 1)d) then
(Tl* f )( y)=q&12(l, y) f ( y&d( y))
for y # 0 and l # L. In particular (Tl*f )(x+dj (x))=q&12(l, x+
dj (x)) f (x) for l in L, 1 jq, and x in [0, 1)d hence
&Tl* f&2L2(0)= :
q
j=1
|
[0, 1) d
|q&12(l, x+dj (x)) f (x)| 2 dx
=|
[0, 1) d
| f (x)| 2 dx=& f &2L2([0, 1) d ) . (3)
We conclude that Tl* is an isometry for each l in L. It now follows from
(2) that L2(0) is the orthogonal direct sum of the ranges, Tl*L2([0, 1)d)
of the Tl ’s. Using that [ez : z # Zd] is an orthonormal basis for L2([0, 1)d)
we conclude that [Tl*ez : l # L, z # Zd] is an orthonormal basis for L2(0).
But (Tl*ez)( y)=q&12(l, y) ez( y)=q&12el+z( y) for l in L, z in Zd and y
in 0. This completes the proof. K
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
That (b) implies (c) is immediate from 0(x)=[x+d1(x), ...,
x+dq(x)]=x+Dx . To show that (c) implies (b), first note that the
Hadamard assumption implies that each 0(x) has q=|L| elements. Hence,
? : 0  RdZd, defined by ?(x)=x+Zd, is a q-fold covering. The Dj ’s may
now be determined as in [JoPe1], p. 91. Once we have the Dj ’s we get the
dj (x)’s as in the proof of Theorem 1.
For the proof of (b) O (a), let l and m be in L and w and z be in Zd,
using that the Dx L-matrices are complex Hadamard matrices and that
([0, 1)d, Zd) is a spectral pair we get
(em+z | el+w) L2(0)= :
q
j=1
|
[0, 1) d
( l&m, x+dj (x))(w&z, x+dj (x)) dx
=|
[0, 1) d \ :
q
j=1
(l&m, dj (x))+ (l&m, x)(w&z, x) dx
={0,q,
if l{m or w{z
if l=m and w=z.
Thus the functions el+z , l in L and z in Zd, are orthogonal in L2(0) as
we wanted to show.
Finally we will show that (a) implies (b). From the proof of Theorem 1
we get that 0= pj=1 Dj (disjoint union) where each Dj is a Z
d-tile (hence
Dj=[x+dj (x) : x # [0, 1)d], where dj (x) # Zd, for x # [0, 1)d and 1 jp
and the functions el , l # L, are orthogonal on [d1(x), ..., dp(x)] for L-a.e. x
in [0, 1)d, in particular q=|L|p. To complete the proof it suffices to
show that pq.
As in the proof of Theorem 1 define operators Tl : L2(0)  L2([0, 1)d)
by
(Tl f )(x)= p&12 :
p
j=1
(l, x+dj (x)) f (x+dj (x))
for l in L, f in L2(0) and L-a.e. x in [0, 1)d. Then l # L Tl*Tl=IL2(0) ,
each Tl* is an isometry from L2([0, 1)d) into L2(0), and (Tl* f )( y)=
p&12(l, y) f ( y&d( y)) for l in L, f in L2([0, 1)d ) and L-a.e. y in 0, where
d(x+dj (x))=dj (x) for x in [0, 1)d and 1 jp. It follows that the
Tl*Tl ’s, l # L, are orthogonal projections in L2(0). The formula for Tl*
shows that
(Tl* f )(x+dj (x))=(l, dj (x)&dk(x)) Tl* f (x+dk(x))
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for j and k in 1, ..., p, f in L2([0, 1)d), and L-a.e. x in [0, 1)d. So for each
l in L we see that Tl* f on 0 is determined by Tl* f restricted to Dk and a
‘‘periodicity’’ condition. Since 0 has p pieces, the Dj ’s, 1 jp, of the same
‘‘size’’, and the span of the |L| operators Tl* is dense in L2(0), it is
intuitively clear that |L|p. We will make this precise below.
Let cj be complex constants, 1 jp, define f in L2(0) by
f (x+dj (x))=cj for x in [0, 1)d and j=1, ..., p; i.e., f is equal to cj on Dj .
Then
(Tl f )(x)= p&12 :
p
j=1
(l, x+dj (x)) cj
for L-a.e. x on [0, 1)d and
Tl*(Tl f )(x+dk(x))= p&12(l, x+dk(x))(Tl f )(x)
=p&1 :
p
j=1
(l, dk(x)&dj (x)) cj
hence
ck=f (x+dk(x))= :
l # L
(Tl*Tl f )(x+dk(x))
=p&1 :
l # L
:
p
j=1
(l, dk(x)&dj (x)) cj
for L-a.e. x in [0, 1)d and 1kp. Hence, if c=(c1 , ..., cp) # C p and Ux is
the p_p matrix with entries p&1l # L (l, dk(x)&dj (x)) then c=Uxc for
all c in C p, we conclude that
:
l # L
(l, dk(x)&dj (x)) ={p0
if j=k
if j{k
thus the p functions l  (l, dk(x)) are orthogonal in l2(L), but l2(L) has
dimension |L|=q, so pq. K
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Since complete sets of representatives exist, (b) O (a) is trivial. To show
that (c) O (b), first note that R/K% and D%/K%, hence if # is in R and
s is in D%, then #+s is in K%, it follows that e#+s(x+k)=e#+s(x) for all
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x in G. (Here, e#(x)=(*, x)=*(x), for * in G and x in G.) If follows that
if s and s$ are in D% and # and #$ are in R, then
(e#+s | e#$+s$) 0= :
a # A$
(#$&#, a)(e#+s | e#$+s$) D
=|AK| H(D) $##$$ss$ ,
where A$ is a complete set of representatives for AK. Hence, an application
of Theorem 1 shows that (b) hold. We will prepare the proof of (d)  (c)
by proving two lemmas. In the lemmas G will be any abelian group
(equipped with the discrete topology) and therefore DT means that the
union t # T (t+D) is disjoint (the only null-set is the empty set).
Lemma 5. Let G be an abelian group if A/D/G are subgroups of G
and 0 is a subset of G then the following are equivalent:
(a) If R is any complete set of representatives in D for the cosets DA,
then 0 is an R-tile.
(b) There exist a D-tile D such that 0=a # A (a+D) disjoint union.
Proof. That (b) implies (a) is trivial, in fact
G=DD=D (RA)=0R.
So suppose that (a) holds. Let a # A, let R be a complete set of repre-
sentatives in D for DA, such that a # R and let R$=(R"[a]) _ [0]. By
assumption G=0R and G=0R$ hence it follows that
0+a=0 for all a in A. (4)
Let A/G be a A-tile, and let
D=A & 0.
Then D+A/0, by (4), because D/0. Let w be in 0. By construction
of A there is a unique a in A that w+a # A, using (4) we see that
w+a # 0, hence w+a # D. Thus D+A=0.
That the sum is direct, i.e., DA, is a direct consequence of D/0 and
the assumption that 0+A is direct. It remains to note that
G=0R=DAR=DD, so D is D-tile. K
Lemma 6. Let K/A/D/G be subgroups of G and let 0 be a subset
of G then
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(a) 0RK=G for each complete set of representative R for the
cosets DA, and
(b) 0K and there exist D-Tile D in G such that
0K=DA.
Proof. Again (b) O (a) is easy
G=DD=DRA=DAR
=0KR=0RK.
Assume (a) and let ? : G  GK be defined by ?(g)= g+K. By (a) we have
(a$) if R$ is any complete set of representatives for ?(D)?(A), then
?(0)R$=?(G). Hence, by Lemma 5 we get a D$/?(G) such that
?(A)D1=?(0). Let KG be a K-tile, and let
D=?&1(D$) & K
Then DA=0K, so using (a) we get
G=0KR=DAR=DD,
Hence D is a D-tile. K
If G is a separable locally compact group and H is a closed subgroup of
G, then it is well-known (see e.g. [Mac]), that we may pick a Borel set
D/G which meet each coset gH, g # G, in exactly one coset, i.e., H-tiles
may be chosen as Borel sets. In particular in Lemmas 5 and 6 we may
choose D as a Borel (resp. measurable) set if K, A, and D are closed, K is
countable, and 0 is a Borel (resp. measurable) set. In particular we have
shown that (d)  (c) in Theorem 3.
Lemma 7. Let G be a compact abelian group, A/D/G be finite sub-
groups of G, and D/0 a measurable D-tile. If
0=DA
then (0, A D%) is a spectral pair for any A /G which satisfies
A =[#| A : # # A ] and |A |=|A |.
Such sets A exist by general theory, see e.g. [HeRo].
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Proof. That A +D% is non-overlapping follows from A/D. Now
A D% is an orthogonal system in L2(0), because if #1 and #2 are on A and
_1 and _2 are in D%, then
(e#1+_1 | e#2+_2) 0=|
0
(w, #1+_1)(w, #2+_2) dw
= :
a # A
|
D
(a+x, #2&#1+_2&_1) dx
= :
a # A
(a, #2&#1) |
D
(x, #2&#1+_2&_1) dx
={0|A| D (x, _2&_1) dx
if #1 {#2
if #1=#2
={0L(0)
if #1 {#2 or _1 {_2
if #1=#2 and _1=_2 .
The proof can now be completed by appealing to (an easy analogue of)
Theorem 1. K
Assuming (a) from Theorem 3, we use Theorem 2 to conclude that the
0(x)R4 -matrix is a complex-Hadamard matrix for a.e. x, hence the Weak
Hypothesis D tells us that 0(x) is an R0 K tile for 1, and therefore 0
is an R0 K tile for G. K
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